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Accra´s beach, situated at the east of Guineas Gulf, is an industry affected by globalization and its
dissemination in the city. Urbanism has not arrived yet and the law come from customs legislation
or by architectural fashion models rather than the bad use of "new techniques” in construction.
Within the naval industry of Ghana, which has
occurred for many years by using small fishing
boats (also known as canoes), and due to
developments within the sector are obsolete.
These small boats can be leveraged and
reused, reversing its position (turning them
through their horizontal axis), so that their hull
(the belly of the boat coming into contact with
water), being reused to cover homes from the
rain. These “helmet´s” are twinned with each
other generating a constructive diversity, that
can be seen in plan and section, creating a
living space with a new use for either private
homes and small storage spaces for fishermen
who have created new boats resin or tires.

The use of wood can retake the building tradition in the
construction industry, and we can train artisans who
maintain covers housing and increase the service life of
the timber taken from nature as basic raw material.

The project itself would
consist of a range of
homes where people
have the freedom to build
their own following our
Project, that could be
defined as a "seed
project", with the intention
that after we build a series
of homes, people see it
for the low cost more than
the effort of labor, creating
an opportunity to build
more homes and even a
market, giving rise to a
landscape composition.

We consider an opportunity in itself the value of tradition
and culture as well as the interest of the people to have
a habitat they like and provide an environment that
understands their business and their way of relating.
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